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WORK TOWARDS FAIRNESS

Eric Moed was researching his architectural thesis at Pratt Institute when he discovered the story of how his family was saved during WWII. Moed's 
great-grandfather and grandfather, both architects, were saved from almost certain death by Portuguese diplomat Aristides de Sousa Mendes. Aristides was 
harshly punished by the fascist Portuguese dictator Antonio Salazar for disobeying his orders by issuing 30,000 visas to individuals to escape into neutral 
Portugal. His job and his home, the Casa do Passal, were stripped away from him. The Casa do Passal exists in ruins in Cabanas de Viriato, a small village in 
Northern Portugal. Mr. Moed dedicated his thesis to restoring the home and turning into “a museum of conscience to celebrate the life and actions of its former 
inhabitant.” Upon graduating, he won the "Unemployee of the Year" competition through the United Colors of Benetton-sponsored UNhate Foundation. Through 
the 5000 Euro prize Moed was able to take his recently completed architectural thesis and transform it into a reality, built in Brooklyn, NY as a kit of parts and 
erected at the Casa do Passal in Portugal. 

Work Towards Fairness exists at the intersection of art and architecture. It’s opening marked the first construction at the site of the Casa 
do Passal in over 60 years. Three pavilions act as a museum, memorial and a plea. A museum consisting of a robust exhibition 
consisting of hundreds of photos of individuals that Aristides saved, and detailed information about the Sousa Mendes story- past and 
present.  “Work Towards Fairness challenges the idea of the ‘memorial-’ it is a living memorial, not a stoic, phallic, or plastic construct; 
a memorial that is meant to be experienced, touched, and engaged. It is a plea to restore the Casa do Passal; pure white steel and 
frosted acrylic in stark contrast with the decrepit masonry of the Casa do Passal” said designer Eric Moed. 

Moed constructed the bulk of the project at Serett Metalworks, a fabrication studio in Gowanus, Brooklyn that agreed to do the project 
at cost, even after sustaining heavy damages during Hurricane Sandy. The young architect designed and curated the entire exhibit 
along with the help of Sousa Mendes Foundations in the US and Portugal, and the Felix Archives in Antwerp, Belgium. The exterior 
of the 3 pavilions that compose the pop-up museum contain Aristides' signature 30,000 times, representing the number of people he 
saved through visas he signed. The entire structure & exhibition, a kit of parts designed in a pre-fabricated manner, was shipped to 
Portugal. Eric moved to the village of Cabanas de Viriato for approximately a month, living in a Parish House and constructing the 
memorial/exhibit directly in front of the derelict Casa do Passal. 

On June 20th, 2013 the opening event was attended by over 500 people, including the Israeli Ambassador to Portugal, the Director of Culture, and a group of over 
40 people who's families were saved by de Sousa Mendes. Architect Leon Moed, Mr. Moed’s grandfather and a direct visa recipient, performed the ribbon cutting 
along with descendants of Aristides de Sousa Mendes, at the opening on June 20th. Work Towards Fairness will be open in Portugal through Summer 2013.  Visit 
www.casadopassal.com for more information.

Cabanas de Viriato, Portugal- The opening of Work Towards Fairness signaled the first step 
to restoring the home of Aristides de Sousa Mendes, the disgraced Portuguese diplomat who 
saved thousands during WWII. ‘WTF’ is a built environment that unites us in learning the story 
of Sousa Mendes and the plight of his home, the Casa do Passal; inspiring us to rectify 
injustices against him, and others throughout the world.  

WORK TOWARDS FAIRNESS 
EXHIBITION OPENS IN PORTUGAL
Young architect uses same skill that consul enabled 3 generations 
of his family to pursue, to honor him. 

The life-saving visa that David Moed, Mr. 

Moed’s great-grandfather, received from 

Aristides de Sousa Mendes in May, 1940, 

includes Aristides’ signature.
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